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“Making a Difference” 501's For Humanity Debut 
Bringing Art and Causes Together 

 
(March, 2018) Never again! These words have been uttered over and over for many years but the 
meaning of these words continues to resonate today. Many organizations and individuals are coming 
together on Thursday, April 12, 2018 to commemorate this special day, Holocaust Remembrance Day 
as 501's For Humanity launches its debut charity art auction from 4:00-9:00 pm at the NU Hotel, 85 
Smith Street in Brooklyn, New York. Being the home of the Fridge Art Fair and currently in partnership 
with the Brooklyn Museum, who is holding the 'David Bowie Is' exhibit, The NU Hotel is a fitting 
location for our 501's for Humanity event. 
 
The 501's for Humanity's event features art works of various prominent and up and coming 
contemporary, abstract, and pop artists. These organizations, associations and individuals all share the 
vision of 501's For Humanity: to honor the past, experience the present and inspire the future for the 
betterment of humanity. Their causes reflect involvement with all three: the past, the present and the 
future. 
 
Co-founders Matthew Virgin and Kristina Perry formed 501's for Humanity's Operation Art for the 
Heart and Soul event auctions to benefit various causes throughout the year. They believe that art 
transcends all identities and brings world history to life. 501's for Humanity Mission is to combine 
common interests with unique approaches to create positive change for future generations. Matthew 
Virgin, founder of 501's for Humanities said it well: “Leave the politics to the politicians and leave 
religion to the religious leaders. We'll handle humanity.” The events benefit charities that support 
various causes from the plight of veterans to children to the homeless and those in need for a fresh start, 
while bringing about education and awareness to the world. 
 
Charities and sponsors include: Veterans Are Foundation, Healing 4 Heroes, Gearup Foundation, Fast 
Forward Restart, ARTpublika Magazine, Kent Galleries, and Fastlane Entertainment. 
 
For more information please contact rochelle@arjmandcommunications.com 
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